
Previous: 6,172.8 PSEi change: -2.53%

High: 6,166.3 Best: SMPH +0.32%

Low: 6,010.9 2nd best: PCOR  0.00%

Close: 6,016.5 2nd worst: GTCAP -4.87%

Val. traded (mn): 5,538.2 Worst: MPI -5.65%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0283 1.6129 5 years +0.0003 2.3243

6 months -0.0097 1.6966 7 years +0.0025 2.5153

1 year -0.0259 1.8444 10 years +0.0033 2.7004

2 years +0.0067 2.0347 20 years +0.0128 3.7220

3 years +0.0029 2.1471 30 years +0.0192 3.8058

4 years +0.0004 2.2362

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 49.545 49.480 EUR/USD 1.1400 1.1412

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0050 0.1268 5 years -0.0016 0.2881

6 months -0.0101 0.1319 10 years +0.0066 0.6299

2 years -0.0020 0.1550 30 years +0.0212 1.3321

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

Global equities rose and the US Dollar weakened amid overall risk-on sentiment due to positive news over the COVID-19 vaccine. Meanwhile, US Treasury 

yields were mixed as investors digested both the positive news on the vaccine development and the growing number of COVID-19 cases.

Philippine peso
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities fell on the back of fears over the rising number of coronavirus cases. Local fixed income yields were flat as investors awaited the government's

RTB issuance. Meanwhile, Philippine peso mildly strengthened following the reported higher gross international reserves in June.

 Local fixed income yields were flat but fell on average. Investors flocked to
shorter tenors as they await the RTB bond issuance from the government. On
average, yields fell by 0.14 bps DoD, led by the short-end of the curve which
went down by 1.43 bps. Meanwhile, the long-end and belly of the curve rose by
1.18 bps and 0.15 bps, respectively.

 Local equities slipped amid the continued rise in coronavirus cases and fears
of more enhanced restrictions in relation to the abrupt increase. The drop was
also on the back of negative sentiment from the latest job report that indicated
permanently displaced employees in the formal sector stood at 121,921, up by
8.5% week-on-week as of July 13.The PSEi closed at 6,016.51 (-2.53% DoD).

 The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) reported the country's gross
international reserves (GIR) level rose for the month of June to USD93.32
billion from USD93.29 billion the previous month. According to the BSP, the
increase reflected the inflows mainly from the National Government's foreign
currency deposits. However, the rise was partially offset by the government's
foreign currency withdrawal to pay its foreign debt obligations.

 SM Investments Corp. (PSE Ticker: SM) submitted a registration statement to
the Securities and Exchange Commission for its proposed debt securities
program in the aggregate principal amount of Php30 billion under a shelf
registration of three years. The company initially plans to issue bonds worth
Php10 million with an oversubscription option of up to Php5 billion. The initial
tranche achieved a rating of "PRS Aaa" from the Philippine Ratings Services
Corporation.
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This material, which is strictly for information purposes only, is for your sole use, does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any financial product. Any information is subject to change without notice and BPIAMTC is not under any obligation to
update or keep current the information contained herein. You are advised to make your own independent judgment with respect to the matter contained in this document. No liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss that may arise (whether direct or consequential) from any
use of the information contained herein.
All funds managed by BPI Asset Management & Trust Corp. and affiliates are Trust and/or Investment Management Funds, which do not carry any guarantee of income or principal, and are NOT covered by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation. Past performance is not
a guarantee of future results. BPI AMTC Investment Funds are valued daily using the marked-to-market method.

 US equities rose amid optimism over developments on the coronavirus disease vaccine
and better-than-expected corporate earnings. Positive sentiment was also from Fed's
Beige Book note that economic activity increased in almost all districts, despite remaining
well below pre-COVID 19 levels. The DJIA closed at 26,870.10 (+0.85% DoD) while the
S&P 500 closed at 3,226.56 (+0.91% DoD).

 Asian equities gained as optimism over progress in the development of the COVID-19
vaccine offset US-China trade tensions.The MSCI APxJ closed at 547.82 (+0.70% DoD).

 European equities gained as positive developments on the COVID-19 vaccine improved
market sentiment. Biotech group Moderna reported the vaccine its working on produced
a "robust" immune system response in a larger group of people. The MSCI Europe
closed at 124.38 (+1.71% DoD).

 US Treasury yields were mixed as investors weighed in the growing concerns over the
surge in the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases and the positive news on the
development of a vaccine. On average, US Treasury yields came in at 0.132% (+0.15
bps DoD), with the 2Y ending at 0.155% (-0.20 bps) and the 10Y closing at 0.630%
(+0.66% bps).

 The US dollar weakened amid overall risk-on sentiment as driven by the positive news
on the COVID-19 vaccine. The DXY closed at 96.0810 (-0.185% DoD).

 The Philippine peso mildly recovered following the latest report on the gross
international reserves which rose by 9.88% YoY. The USD/PHP pair finished at
49.48 (-0.13% DoD).


